
 
 

PROGRAM FOR OUTPERFORMANCE BUILT ON WINNING SELF-KNOWLEDGE 
 
Exceptional Team™ is a performance program that equips accomplished individuals, their work and team mates 
with a true grip on the full scope of their innate, individual and combined talents. Utilizing Movement Pattern 
Analysis (MPA) and expert coaching1, this is a one-time/person program that delivers tangible benefit and lasting 
results. It offers new opportunity and optional follow-up. It ensures theoretical and statistical results from other 
performance and analytic programs are more readily and consistently turned into winning realities. 

 
LEVERAGE THE SCIENCE THAT GROUNDS EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE & INTENTIONAL SUCCESS 

Cross-cultural studies over decades have been confirmed in recent years to reveal that performance and success 
starts with making better use of – and more fully knowing -- each of our own thinking processes: 
• Studies of adult outperformance across cultural groups find the difference between success and hunger for it 

and/or success and one’s sense of exceptional potential for it can be impulse control2. Yet, Impulse control is an 
aspect of thinking and decision-making that is both conscious and unconscious.  The personal key is found in 
the complex set of fast automatic and intuitive processes, and slower reasoning processes, i.e. thinking3.  

• Your competitors have not yet realized, and you have yet to make use of the fact that thinking processes: 
◊ Go beyond just cognitive reflection, style of action or reaction to external motivations (incentives or 

punishment) to involve a full qualitative range of capacities and interactions 4; 
◊ Constitute decision-making that includes the whole chain of thinking and actions in gathering information, 

considering it, making choices and acting upon them5; 
◊ Combine as processes pre-conditioned by adulthood that are echoed as body movement, and vice-versa6; 

• Unlike any other standard form of observation, Movement Pattern Analysis (MPA) can map a person’s inner 
drive to its affects on their actions and interactions throughout conscious and unconscious decision-making7; 

• Deliberate practice takes people only a fraction of the way towards conditioning for good performance: 
Practice correlates with 26% of performance in games in general, but only 18% in team sports8.  

• Better group coordination trumps added talent in teamwork that relies on interdependence9. 

Teams win when each person grasps their pre-conditioned thinking processes, natural talents and tendencies, 
along with their interpersonal potential when collaborating with others, in general and specifically. 
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DEPLOYMENT PROCESS 
 
PER PERSON – 2 or 3 MEETINGS of 1-2 hours each can be readily fit around busy schedules: 
 
1. CONVERSATION & ANALYSIS: A potential new employee or team member is engaged in a friendly and 

relaxing conversation with a skilled analyst who observes subtle body movements. Their meeting is 
videotaped for follow-up observation, detailed analysis and reporting (no need to record audio). 
 

2. REPORTING SESSION: The person is provided tangible results in an Profile that describes their natural 
inclination towards twelve kinds of thought processes including conscious and unconscious thinking: 
• Thinking processes are described in six basic areas through three stages: 

- Gathering and addressing new information or experience; 
- Working with options and weighing priorities;  
- Goal setting and committing to act. 

● Thinking processes are described in simple terms including inclination towards interaction with others. 
 

3. PERSONAL COACHING: In a follow-up session, questions about the individual’s Profile report can be 
addressed. And a further report is discussed to focus on using the person’s natural strengths in work and play 
on one’s own and with others.  
 

 
 
OPTIONS FOR FOLLOW-UP FOCUS 

INDIVIDUAL GROWTH TEAM COLLABORATION  ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT 
Leadership  Team Building Managerial Development 
Self Development Change Management Productivity Planning 
Presentation Skills Special Team or Project Support Customized Appraisal Tools 
 Assistant Coaching for Coaches  Hiring and Talent Scouting  
SITUATIONAL COACHING  Negotiations    

ORGANIZATION 

TEAM 
Sessions 

PERSON 
2-3 Meetings 

PROGRAM PROVIDES SELF-KNOWLEDGE TO SELF-MANAGE 

INDIVIDUALS MAKE THE GROUP 

After a friendly conversation with 
potential new additions or 
existing team members: 

Individuals are provided their 
own Profile including reporting 
documents in a personalized 
initial and follow-up coaching. 

Team and organizational sessions 
can then orient people to one 
another, knowing how their 
thinking most naturally fits with 
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